Abstract: Given a set P of n points in three dimensions, a cylindrical shell or zone cylinder is formed by two cylindrical cylinders with the same axis such that all points of P are between the two cylinders. We prove that the number of cylindrical shells enclosing P passing through combinatorially di erent subsets of P has size (n 3 ) and O(n 4 ) (previous known bound was O(n 5 )).
Introduction
Given a set P of n points in three dimensions. A cylindrical shell is formed by the space between two coaxial circular cylinders in 3D. The shell is said to enclose P , if the set P is between the two cylinders. The di erence between the radii of the two cylinders is the width of the shell.
Finding the minimum width shell enclosing P is an important metrology problem, this width can be viewed as a measure of the quality of cylindrical object. Devillers and Preparata reduce the problem to linear programming in the special case of small width and nd a provably good approximation DP00]. Agarwal, Aronov and Sharir compute in quadratic time a constant factor approximation of the width AAS00]. Har-Peled and Varadarajan propose to compute an 1+ approximation in time linear in n and exponential in 1 HPV01] .
There is few works about exact algorithms to compute the width, In general position, 6 points de ned a constant number of shells (less than 150) having these 6 points on their boundary DMPT01], thus a naive algorithm will have O(n 7 ) complexity. Agarwal, Aronov and Sharir AAS00] have proposed a reduction to a convex hull in 10 dimensions which yields to a O(n 5 ) complexity algorithm.
In this paper, we will prove upper and lower bounds for the number of combinatorially di erent enclosing cylindrical shells for a set of n points in three dimensional space. These bounds yields to a O(n 4 ) complexity for the exact algorithm of Agarwal, Aronov and Sharir computing the smallest width enclosing shell.
Lower bound example
Theorem 1 Given n points in 3 dimensions, the number of combinatorially di erent enclosing shells is (n 3 ).
Proof: We consider three sets of n points: and is some positive parameter to be chosen later (see Figure 1) . Then for any triple (i; j; k) the aim is to de ne a shell such that the internal cylinder is tangent to line y = z = 0 at p i and to line y = ? z = 0 at q j and such that the external cylinder is tangent (outside) to Circle C at r k .
The two rst tangencies are granted provided that the axis of the shell is directed by vector p i q j and passes through a point of line p i y, that point is chosen at the intersection point ik of cr k with p i y. Then the cylinder with that axis passing through p i also passes through q j and is tangent to plane Oxz so that points p l ; l 6 = i and q l ; l 6 = j are outside that cylinder.
We have now to consider now the cylinder with the same axis passing through r k . First we can remark that the circle of center ik passing through r k is tangent externally to C since its radius is bigger than the radius of C. Since the cylinder is not vertical, its intersection with the horizontal plane is not a circle but an ellipse, although, by choosing large enough it is possible to make this ellipse close to a circle and to preserve the property that C is tangent inside to the cylinder.
Projection theorem
We will prove in this section, that the convex hull of certain special con guration of points An intersection of half spaces problem can be transformed in a convex hull of points problem through duality if we know a point inside the intersection. Here we can remark that for some large enough (larger than the square distance between the origin and its ?2xy x 2 + z 2 ; ?2xz x 2 + z 2 ; ?2yz Theorem 3 Given a set S of n points in R 3 , a minimum-width cylindrical shell containing S can be computed in O(n 4 ) time.
Conclusion and open problems
We have proven that the number of combinatorially di erent cylindrical shells enclosing a set of n points is (n 3 ). This result apply to the number of all shells. Of course in general position, the minimum width shell is unique, we may ask what is the maximal number of minimum width shells in any position and what is the maximal number of shells whose width is locally minimal in general position.
We have also proven that the number of combinatorially di erent shells is O(n 4 ) which reduces the complexity of Agarwal, Aronov and Sharir algorithm to that complexity. A clear open problem is to reduce the gap between these lower and upper bounds.
